


I’m ashamed
to admit it, but

there was a time
where I actually

doubted the importance
of fresh breath and 

a dazzling white smile. 
I know. You’re

thinking…Now, I’m
talking crazy,

right?

Supercool Man and Evil Aggro have
crossed paths many times. Whilst Aggro

has got more evil powers than Doctor Evil
from Planet Evil, he’s no match for the

cool of Supercool Man!

Since
discovering the
wonders of oral

hygiene, I’ve never
looked back. Especially 
as I keep walking into

things when I do.

Do you have days where
you lack energy? Well,
that’s probably because
you’re not getting enough of the green
stuff in your diet. And no, I don’t mean
boogers. I MEAN REAL VEGGIES THAT GROW
IN THE GROUND AND ARE COVERED WITH REAL

DIRT AND REALLY BIG BUGS.

But anyway, the point is, the rootin’
tootin’ Tentaculus demonstrates
time and time again that veggie-

power can
be a truly
versatile

thing that
doesn’t

just
belong 

in a bean-
burger and

that will
always be
too much

for the
Toadster

to handle.

Remember:
it’s generally

better to wash the
veggies first before

eating them, as the dirt
and bugs can get stuck
in your teeth and ruin

that super-hero
smile!



That’s why I appreciate the
versatility of Ironing Man’s 

modern-day powers, as he turns his
hand from pummelling bad guys like
Super-tight-t-shirt Man, to catching

up with the laundry at home.

Deep
thoughts are
for Christmas.
Action Figures
are for LIFE!

Quiets nights AT
Home with my thoughts

can be a lonely experience.
Especially when I don’t have
any. Thankfully, my awesome

action figure collection fills
the void that 

super-hero solitude
brings with it.

So
there you
have it…

Copious amounts
of snot can really
resolve a conflict
situation without

resorting to
violence… Now

THAT’S the
Handsome 

way!

As
a super-hero,
I’ve always

looked for creative
ways of enhancing
my  powers, and

Astro Man has been
a real inspiration

to me.

After
this! . . .

I think not,
Bug! Don’t forget

to say ‘bless
you’ after . . .

Yeah . . . And
I’m gonna mess
up your pretty
little face too,

Astro Man!

So, Bed Bug . . .
Think you can

upset my beauty
sleep, do you?

After
what?


